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Business Spotlight
KATRINNA DODGE STAFF WRITER

Welcome to Northland Screw Products, Inc.
Located on Stark Drive in St. Francis is a
manufacturing company that has been passed
down between the generations. The smell of
lubricating oil hangs in the air the moment
you enter. Employees walk around with smiles
on their faces and earbuds or ear plugs while
operating the shop machines. Northland Screw
Products, Inc. prides themselves on creating
quality manufacturing products and a supportive
work environment.
Northland Screw was founded in 1977 by Dan
Martinson with a $10 check that was un-cashable.
He purchased three machines and started his
first order with his first customer. Northland
Screw still makes the exact same part 40 years
later. Being in the custom manufacturing trade
is generational. Dan Martinson learned about
the screw machine trade from his father-in-law,
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machines create intricate parts from steel that
require precision. James Martinson, co-owner,
stated that Northland Screw is “where old world
craftsmanship meets today’s technology.”
“Many people think we make screws here,”
smiled Rob Martinson, co-owner. “We do, just
not the type an everyday person uses.” Both
Martinson brothers highlighted that the screw in
Northland Screw is for the screw machines that
create different parts in items the layman uses,
such as boat motors and archery arrows.
Northland supports the surrounding
community besides employment. They offer
scholarship opportunities for St. Francis High
School students pursuing postsecondary
opportunities in technology, machining and
engineering. In the 2016-17 school year, two
students were each awarded a $2,500 Northland
Screw scholarship for their postsecondary
pursuits. The Martinson brothers indicated
they are excited to see more applicants for the
upcoming scholarship year. Besides support for

Rob and James Martinson pose in front of Northland
Screw Products’ unique wall commissioned by their
mother. This wall includes a portrait of their father, Dan
Martinson, working in his signature overalls.
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local education, Northland Screw annually has
the Pioneer Days parade start in their parking
lot. The company’s continued support of the
community reflects their exceptionalism at
maintaining their customer base and their worker
rapport.
“We are committed to being a part of St.
Francis,” stated James Martinson. “We are a family
business that plans to stay here.”

Finished parts wait to be quality checked.
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Lester Cass, before branching out and starting
Northland Screw. He passed on his knowledge
to his sons, Rob and James, when they started
working on the assembly line in their teens.
Over the years Northland Screw has grown
to support 80 customers in various industries,
including hydraulic, marine and recreational
sporting goods. Northland employs 40
individuals to produce between 600,000 and
700,000 individual pieces on average per
month nationwide. This relies on a team of
professionals knowledgeable on how to operate
the various machines and make the products to
the customer’s blueprint specifications. These

The MSR machine quality checks manufactured parts created by screw machines at Northalnd Screw Products, Inc.
The laser computer-technology ensures accuracy and detects flaws not visible to the human eye.THE COURIER PHOTOS

